PROMOTECH is an innovation driven manufacturer of professional power tools and welding automation equipment.

**PIPE BEVELLERS**

**PRO-2 PB**
COMPACT PIPE BEVELLER WITH ELECTRIC OR PNEUMATIC MOTOR
Small and lightweight pipe beveler enables easy access to space restricted areas.

**PRO-5 PB**
HANDY PIPE BEVELLER WITH 3 DIFFERENT DRIVES
Pipe bevelers available with electric motor, pneumatic motor or battery drive. Wide range of accessories for multiple applications.

**PRO-10 PB**
PIPE BEVELLER WITH ELECTRIC OR PNEUMATIC MOTOR
Pipe bevelers available with electric or pneumatic motor. Wide range of accessories for multiple applications incl. flange facing and oval beveling.

**PRO-40 PBS**
HEAVY DUTY PIPE BEVELLER
Use of high-speed rotary milling head in PRO 40 PBS offers accurate bevels in a fraction of the time compared to traditional single point machining. Perfect solution for machining pipes, tanks or tubes in a range of diameters from 200 to 1000mm made of various material incl. STAINLESS STEELS.

**Plate & Pipe Bevelling Machines**

Pipe bevellers available with electric or pneumatic motor. Wide range of accessories for multiple applications incl. flange facing and oval beveling.

**PRO-2 PB**
COMPACT PIPE BEVELLER WITH ELECTRIC OR PNEUMATIC MOTOR
Small and lightweight pipe beveler enables easy access to space restricted areas.

**PRO-5 PB**
HANDY PIPE BEVELLER WITH 3 DIFFERENT DRIVES
Pipe bevelers available with electric motor, pneumatic motor or battery drive. Wide range of accessories for multiple applications.

**PRO-10 PB**
PIPE BEVELLER WITH ELECTRIC OR PNEUMATIC MOTOR
Pipe bevelers available with electric or pneumatic motor. Wide range of accessories for multiple applications incl. flange facing and oval beveling.

**PRO-40 PBS**
HEAVY DUTY PIPE BEVELLER
Use of high-speed rotary milling head in PRO 40 PBS offers accurate bevels in a fraction of the time compared to traditional single point machining. Perfect solution for machining pipes, tanks or tubes in a range of diameters from 200 to 1000mm made of various material incl. STAINLESS STEELS.

To learn more about PROMOTECH and our products please feel free to visit our websites at www.promotech.eu and www.windtowercutting.com
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COMPACT PLATE AND PIPE BEVELLER

Small and lightweight beveling machine for milling plates, pipes and contour profiles. Perfect solution for radius bevels.

Movable and easy-to-use, heavy-duty machine incorporates motor overload module, 2 rotary milling heads and guide rolls for smooth and productive operation.

Portable, handy beveling machine for milling edges of plates, oval pipes and pipes made of steel, aluminum alloys, brass, or plastic. Rounding of edges with radius of 2, 3, 4 or 9 mm.

New generation portable beveling machine features purpose-designed milling head with 10 inserts, continuously adjustable bevel angle from 0 to 60 degrees and efficient vibration insulation.

www.promotech.eu